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Block hexa puzzle download

Block! Hexa Puzzle is a puzzle video game that is as optimized as possible for Android to become a highlight on your mobile phones and tablets. The game is created by analogy with all famous Tetris toys, but it has its own features that will not allow users of different ages to be indifferent to it - from the smallest to people of respectable
age. Clear and easy to master gameplay will make it easier for you to get to know the game. Each figurine, consisting of a different number of monochrome hexagonal, resembling honeysopox, you need to find a suitable place. Each such figurine has its own color and a different combination of hexagons. Since the field fill in at first and
the number of shapes is minimal, it may seem that the game is very simple. But in fact, the number of combinations will surprise every aroused player. The number of numbers who need to find their place is growing with each level. In addition, more often there are other figures, metal blocks, one field is divided into several fields (blocks)
and other interesting complications. For each properly collected block, the player earns a certain number of points. There are no time limits in the game, so your result won't depend on whether you've been concentrated or distracted while playing. Shapes move by swiping, but you can only move them up, down, and side, but you won't be
able to rotate the shape around its edge. The blocks you fill in won't come back either. To make sure that in your spare time определенное количество фигур и улучшить свой результат, подключение к Интернету необязательно. Играть в автономном режиме можно в любое время. Это многопользовательская игра, поэтому за
первенство можно соревноваться с другими пользователями онлайн. Хорошей мотивацией играть в Blok! Hexa Puzzle с постоянной периодичностью является то, что за ежедневную декбря игрок получит больше бонусов. Бонусы начисляются и за просмотры рекламных видеороликов, просмотреть которые можно,
нажав на кнопку с изображением камеры. Также в магазине можно приобрести товары, которые облегчат ваше прохождение игры, например подсказки. В меню настроек как никогда удобно управлять звуковыми эффектами, мелодией, написать разработчикам свои вопросы и пожелания. Также в меню можно
ознакомиться с достижениями и лидерами игры. Качественная графика, великолепные визуальные эффекты и приятные успокаиваюие звуки наполнят ваш отдых с Block! Hexa Puzzle уютом.- Исправлены ошибки. - Улучшения производительности. ПОДПИСАТЬСЯ Откройте Mac App Store для покупки и загрузки
приложений. The perfect game for building spatial intelligence and geometric skills! Your puzzle skills will be tested with this new angle on classic autopsy puzzle games! Our unique hexagonal pieces will stretch your mind in ways you never imagined in this addictive puzzle game. Enjoy the satisfaction of pieces that neatly fit into place
and fill the board with a burst of color! With every block that fills in the gaps, your abilities will grow – but so will the challenges! Are you ready to push your limits? HOW TO PLAY• Drag the blocks so you can move them.• Try not to mount them all in the frame.• The blocks cannot be rotated.• Don't worry! No time limits! FEATURES •
BLOCK PUZZLE - Smooth effects for block puzzle games! - Play easily and quickly.• TUNs of unique levels - Over 300 puzzles are unique, and full of fun and amazing challenges!• EASY and fun games - Easy to learn and fun to master gameplay • NO TIME LIMIT - Enjoy the game at any time and NO WIFI? No problem! - You can play
offline at any time.• STUNNING GRAPHICS - Soothing sounds and beautiful visual effects• UNIVERSAL APP SUPPORT• Enjoy the game on different devices. (Phones and tablets) NOTES• Block! Hexa Puzzle includes ads such as banner, inserted, video and house ads.• Block! Hexa Puzzle is free to play, but you can purchase items in
the app such as AD FREE and Hints.E-MAIL• contactus@bitmango.comHOMEPAGE• us on FACEBOOK• Policy• you. 22. 2020 Version 20.1221.09 20.1221.09 Christmas!- Minor error fixed- PerformanceHave Fun and Enjoy! Dear Development Bring back the old version Hello, thanks for your important feedback! We will pass on your
feedback to our development team and work on it. Thank you :) The game's amazing ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️ Developer (BitMango) stated that the rules for the use of confidential information about the application may include the processing of data in accordance with the description below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. You
can use the following data to track user information in apps and websites owned by other companies. Geoposition Purchases User Content Identifiers Use Diagnostics Additional data may be collected based on data that is not related to the user's identity. Geoposition Purchases User Content Identifiers contact data Use diagnostics
Additional confidential data can be used differently depending on your age, features used, or other factors. Another block of app privacy policy to support the developer site! Hexa Puzzle is a classic puzzle for children and Block! Hexa Puzzle folding puzzles from blocks without time limit; Several hundred levels of different complexity, each
of which is a unique puzzle; offline mode that does not require an Internet connection. Features of the gameHexa Puzzle must move the blocks with the usual resistance, while their rotation can not. The game is accompanied by pleasant soothing music and beautiful effects. There are no deadlines. Autonomous mode Stunning graphic
design; A large number of levels the presence of tracks; Optimization for x86 and ARM equally good work on smartphones and tablets. Weaknesses in the game is advertising (it can be turned off in the store in the game for an additional fee); To use the game, you must connect a Google Play game service that records achievements and
compilation ratings. Download the block! Hexa Puzzle for Android Block Reviews! Hexa Puzzle Puzzle
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